
Detour- Social Network for Commuters 

       

Context- Detour will be implemented as a mobile application on a smartphone/tablet that is enabled with 

internet connection and has GPS enabled. This is because it targets commuters, who are ‘on the go’ and 

would need a mobile interface. 

Detour is meant for use by ‘Commuters’ who go to work by car. 

The app will be used by the user for decision making (discovering places, reading ratings) and navigating 

to the place.  

The app is slightly gamified, in that it allows commuters to compete with each other. Commuters can earn 

achievements and points. In this way one can see their social ranking in their network of friends. 

 

Users- Detour is an app for commuters who are frustrated of the daily grind of their and want to break the 

monotony of their daily commute by performing other tasks enroute. The app is targeted at commuters who 

take cars to work and mostly looks at users between the ages of 20-35, that are in no rush of going back 

home to be with their families.  

 

Assumptions-  

Users between the ages of 20-35, that live independently and are in no rush of going back home to be with 

their families. 

The assumption here is that our users can afford to spend time after work to visit places.  

App for people who commute to work. Assumption is that they earn and would be able to visit places (cafes, 

shops etc.) that need money. Although, there will be listings for free places like parks too. We also assume 

they have smartphones with internet and GPS enabled. 

App for commuters who drive to work. Hence, the navigation will be restricted to motorable roads. No 

walking mode or public transport options just yet. 

We also assume our users have used other social networks before and can leverage their prior use to 

easily understand terms like ‘Checkin’ etc. The app leverages a lot of familiarity with other social networks, 

as will be demonstrated in the description. 

The whole idea of the app is to encourage discovery of places. The app will thus be crowd sourced in that 

listings for places (name, tags etc.) will be made by an online community (our users). 

Navigation functionality should communicate passively rather than actively. Thus, it should employ audio 

as a primary way of navigation. This should be redundant with showing symbolic information about the 

directions to steer in for better accessibility. 

 

 

 

Descriptions of the screens: 



 

Usability principle- Buttons that say what they do. Promotes Learnability.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

People Tab 



 

Usability principle: Tab structure similar to that seen in other social networks like Twitter, 
Instagram. Other elements like heart to like a post and comments resemble other social networks 
too. Promotes learnability by familiarity. 

Content provides navigation. You can click on name such as Jeremey Clarkson to view user 
profile. Or Walmart to view place details. (Functionality not implemented). 

Users can either swipe to navigate the tabs or click on the tabs. Redundancy promotes 
flexibility. 

Clicking on Settings(cog icon) reveals following screen. 

 

 

 

 

Notification, Message, 

Add(Picture, Place etc.) and 

check – in respectively. 



 

 

 

 

Auto Checkout feature automatically checks a user out of a place. This way friends know 
someone is no longer at a place. This feature was incorporated since one motivation for 
someone to visit a place could be to meet a friend. 

My places is used to label places like one’s home or workplace. These are specific to the user. 
Not shared with online community. 

 

 

 

 

 

Places Tab 



 

The places tab shows nearby places. Currently sorted by distance, nearest first.  

Usability principle: The spinner shows user feedback that content is loading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enroute Tab 

Average user 

Rating. Green 

indicates good, 

red bad. 

Tags 

Below that one can see 

distance. The compass icon 

opens map in navigation 

view. 

Quick Check in, Bookmark 

(like adding to wish list) 

and Rate options. 



 

 

In this mode user can see places between his commute points. This shows places that fall 
enroute.  User can click on pins for quick view and to start Navigation. Navigation employs audio 
for communication. 

User can filter choices. This promotes flexibility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Me Tab 

Zoom in, 

Zoom out. 



 

 

Usability Principle- Interface similar to Instagram. Bookmarks allow users to store interesting 
locations with ease. Thus reducing recall and dependence on memory. 

 

Rank, Bookmark, Photos, 

Achievements 


